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Our Investment Policy Research articles provide an in-depth look at due diligence that has 
been completed by BAM’s investment policy committee (IPC). We hope you find these 
articles to be educational and that they offer insight into the policies formed by our IPC.

As we move toward introducing AQR’s Style Premia fund in the alternatives portion of 
our model portfolios, one basic question has been, “Why?” Specifically, what is the basis 
for the strategy AQR Style Premia is pursuing, and does it jive with an evidence-based 
approach to investing? The basis for the fund’s strategy primarily relies on the evidence 
that both value and momentum styles have worked in a multitude of asset classes, not just 
individual stocks. In this piece, we review that evidence and why it makes a compelling case 
for including a style premium approach within an overall portfolio. We also discuss how 
style premium strategies help diversify traditional stock and bond portfolios.
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Measuring Value in Other Asset Classes

Ken French’s data library1 shows that the value premium 
in U.S. equities has averaged 4.8 percent per year over the 
period of 1927–2015, meaning the average annual returns of 
value stocks have been 4.8 percent per year higher than the 
average annual returns of growth stocks. Value and growth 
stocks are typically measured using the price/book ratio of 
the stock. Before exploring the evidence in support of AQR’s 
Style Premia fund, a natural first question is how “value” and 
“growth” can be defined within other asset classes. In 1985, 
professors De Bondt and Thaler2 had a paper published in 
The Journal of Finance that found stocks with poor historical 
long-term returns, which they called “losers,” tended to have 
higher future returns than stocks with superior historical long-
term returns, which they called “winners.” Later research 
found this result was because “loser” stocks tended to be 
value stocks while “winner” stocks tended to be growth 
stocks. In other words, in addition to having a low price/book 
ratio, another way to describe value stocks is they tend to 
have had poor long-term past returns. Or, looked at from yet 
another angle, the way the price/book ratio becomes low 
compared with other stocks is because the stock price has 
fallen on a relative basis (i.e., past relative returns of value 
stocks are typically poor). 

AQR essentially uses this way of measuring value in other 
asset classes like commodities, currencies and fixed income 
where price cannot be divided by an accounting variable 
like book value or earnings. For example, a “value” 
commodity would be a commodity with poor long-term past 
performance compared with other commodities. A “growth” 
commodity would be a commodity with strong long-term past 
performance compared with other commodities. So, defining 
value versus growth requires little other than the past returns 
history of each asset within an asset class.

Measuring Momentum in Other Asset Classes

Measuring momentum in other asset classes is also 
straightforward since momentum is measured using past 
returns data as well. Most commonly, momentum is measured 
using returns over the past year, skipping the most recent 
month’s return. So, a positive momentum commodity would 
be one where returns had been strong over the last year 
compared with other commodities. A negative momentum 
commodity would be one where returns had been poor over 
the past year compared with other commodities. Obviously, 
value and momentum can provide different signals about a 
particular asset, and part of the management of AQR Style 
Premia is combining those signals to determine whether to 
take a long or short position in an asset. This “combination” 

is done to try and improve risk-adjusted returns since 
the academic evidence shows that combining value and 
momentum can provide better risk-adjusted returns than 
focusing solely on one or the other. 

The Evidence

With these measurement issues out of the way, let’s look 
at the academic evidence for value and momentum premia 
outside of individual stocks. Figure 1 reports the value and 
momentum factor returns within equity indexes, currencies, 
fixed income and commodities over the period of January 
1983–April 2016. Most of this sample corresponds with 
the period in Asness, Moskowitz and Pedersen’s June 2013 
“Value and Momentum Everywhere” article in The Journal 
of Finance.

Figure 1: Annualized Factor Premium Returns  
(1/1983–4/2016)

As Figure 1 shows, the returns to value and momentum have 
been positive within every other asset class, albeit stronger 
in some cases. So, for example, a momentum premium  
of 2.2 percent in currencies means that positive momentum 
currencies, which again are currencies with strong past  
returns, have had returns 2.2 percent per year higher 
than negative momentum currencies. AQR Style Premia 
is attempting to capture these premia in a robust way 
that is consistent with the academic research, providing 
diversification of traditional stock and bond portfolios, and 
potentially higher expected returns. 

Diversification

While the individual equity portion of AQR’s fund overlaps 
with some of the tilts in the stock fund side of client portfolios, 

1  Kenneth French, Distinguished Professor at the Tuck School of Finance at Dartmouth College: http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html

2  The Journal of Finance, “Does the Stock Market Overreact?”Werner De Bondt and Richard Thaler, July 1985. 
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value and momentum in other asset classes are not strategies 
that are pursued by any other funds our clients use. This is 
the source of the diversification benefit. Figure 2 is a scatter 
plot of the annual returns of the index version of our all-
equity Risk Target 3 strategy (x-axis) and the annual returns 
of a 50/50 combination of AQR’s “Value Everywhere” and 
“Momentum Everywhere” factors (y-axis).

Figure 2

As Figure 2 shows, the two return series are slightly negatively 
correlated with each other, as evidenced by the downward 
sloping best-fit line. This indicates that style premium 
strategies are likely to provide significant diversification of 
equity market risk. We also see that style premium strategies 

have done relatively well during periods when our portfolios 
have done poorly. For example, when the index version of 
the Risk Target 3 portfolio was down 41.5 percent in 2008, 
the style premia series was up 5.7 percent. While there can 
certainly be years when both are down, Figure 2 does show 
that generally the correlation between stocks and style premia 
strategies is relatively low. While not reported in Figure 2, 
style premia strategies have also had low correlation with 
fixed income.

Summary

We believe there is robust evidence supporting style premia 
in asset classes other than individual stocks. Value and 
momentum styles, in particular, have generated positive long-
term returns in individual stocks, equity indexes, currencies, 
fixed income and commodities. In addition to being a source 
of potential return, these strategies should offer diversification 
of equity and fixed income market risks.
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Assessing the impact that pension liabilities have on state and local governments is a 
daunting task. For many state and local municipalities, pensions are becoming an 
increased burden on current and future budgets. Government reporting is becoming 
more transparent, but a decent lag time can still exist, and there are inconsistencies in 
terms of how liabilities are accounted for from one plan to the next. Moody’s Investors 
Services has done considerable work in assessing the problem, and providing transparency 
and consistency across issuers. Moody’s has been at the forefront in making an apples-
to-apples comparison across plans rather than simply relying on municipal reporting 
estimates that may be understating the true liabilities.

INVESTMENT POLICY RESEARCH:

The Impact of Public Pensions  
for Municipal Issuers
By Dan Rush, Fixed Income Advisor  July 2016
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Understanding the Pension Problem

Traditionally, state and local governments have offered pension 
plans as the retirement benefit for their employees. Upon 
their retirement, employees generally receive a prescribed 
defined benefit or a guaranteed formulaic payment from 
these pensions. To fund these payments, the government 
contributes to an investment portfolio set aside to cover 
current and future benefits. Two of the biggest determinants 
of whether the plan has enough assets to cover the liabilities 
are the amount of annual contributions and the expected 
return on plan assets. Plans can drastically underestimate 
the size of future liabilities if the discount rate assumption is 
too high. This underestimation can lead to an underfunding 
of their required annual contribution. Over the past decade, 
unfunded pension liabilities have grown substantially for 
state and local municipalities. The Federal Reserve estimates 
the unfunded pension liabilities (defined by pension liabilities 
minus plan assets) totaled more than $1.4 trillion in 2014. 
This is up from $354 billion in 2005. 

BAM’s Fixed Income Desk views this as the biggest threat 
to the municipal bond market moving forward. These large 
deficits, which are effectively debt of the municipality, could 
compete for resources with municipal bondholders. The 
funding gap between plans can differ greatly across issuers. 
Although some plans are considered well-funded, many 
have oversized liabilities that will become a greater challenge 
unless addressed today. Moody’s reports that most states 
remained disciplined by contributing 90 percent or greater 
for their yearly actuarially defined contribution for fiscal 
2014. However, California and New Jersey contributed only 
48.2 and 18.6 percent, respectively, representing a great 
divergence from state to state.1

Moody’s Approach

Moody’s now incorporates a long-term, high-grade taxable 
bond index to discount current and future benefit payments. 
The advantage in this approach is twofold: 1) the rate is 
consistent across plans, 2) using current market rates, rather 
than actuarial assumptions, can set a more realistic long-term 
return —  especially in today’s environment of historically low 
interest rates.

Moody’s uses this lower-market discount rate to compute 
a metric called adjusted net pension liability (ANPL), which 
is simply estimated plan liabilities minus total assets. If the 
number is positive, this means the plan is underfunded 
given the valuation assumptions. This number can help 
determine the impact of the benefit payments relative to the 

balance sheet. As an example, ANPL is often compared as 
a percentage of top-line government revenues or total tax 
base. In addition, Moody’s now allocates multi-employer 
cost-sharing plans across government entities based on their 
estimated proportionate liabilities.

How We Are Applying the Data

Our investment philosophy emphasizes purchasing only the 
highest quality municipal bonds. When assessing a bond 
for purchase, credit rating, sector, size and financial analysis 
are all thoroughly evaluated. This evaluation includes a 
filter for pension liabilities. Although pension expenditures 
are generally longer term in nature, we believe a prudent 
approach is to address the issues head on. We avoid buying 
issuers with an ANPL that is greater than 135 percent of gross 
revenues. 

According to Moody’s2, the median ratio of ANPL-to-
government revenue is 59 percent. This means the majority of 
states fall well within our buying parameters of less than 135 
percent ANPL relative to gross revenues. However, there are 
a number of states and local municipalities that are outliers. 
These tables display the highest net pension liabilities relative 
to annual government revenues:

State 3-Year Avg ANPL as % of Revenues

Illinois 278%

Connecticut 225%

Kentucky 182%

Louisiana 163%

Hawaii 149%

New Jersey 147%

Maryland 145%

Massachusetts 140%
Source: Moody’s Investors Services, “Fiscal 2014 Pension Medians – U.S. States,” 
January 2016.

Issuer 3-Year Avg ANPL as % of Revenues

Chicago, IL 724%

Dallas, TX 418%

Los Angeles, CA 378%

Cook County, IL 377%

Metro Water, Chicago, IL 356%

Jacksonville, FL 355%

Houston, TX 346%

Phoenix, AZ 307%

Source: Moody’s Investors Services, “Pension Liabilities Rise for 50 Largest Local 
Governments,” July 2015.

2

1  Moody’s Investors Services, “Robust 2014 Investment Returns Provide Pause in Growth of Adjusted Net Pension Liabilities,” January 2016.

2  Ibid. 
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Eight states fall out of our buying parameters due to their 
pension. Most have been on the no-buy list for years. In 
addition, there are 323 local municipalities on this list. This 
does eliminate some highly rated issuers; however, the 
municipal market is very large. At this point, our ability to 
find attractive offerings has not been greatly affected. As an 
example, the City of Dallas has a substantially underfunded 
pension, but there are many school districts in the surrounding 
area that are in much better shape and are further backed by 
the state’s Permanent School Fund program (which carries an 
Aaa rating).

Conclusion

Underfunded pensions likely will continue to be the biggest 
risk to municipal bond issuers moving forward. However, their 
transparency and accountability are much improved. And with 

this new data, investors are now able to make more informed 
decisions when navigating the municipal credit landscape. 
When it comes to fixed income, we recommend only buying 
bonds with the highest credit quality, which excludes issuers 
with elevated pension obligations. 
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Background

Asset location can have a material impact on an investor’s after-tax returns. More tax-
efficient assets should be held in taxable accounts while less tax-efficient assets should be 
held in tax-advantaged accounts.

Estimating the Return Lost to Taxes

We considered two approaches to gauge the tax efficiency of different equity strategies. 
One approach is to estimate the effective tax rate by comparing the returns on the 
strategy to the after-tax returns. To estimate the effective tax rate, we first divide the 
after-tax returns by the pretax returns. This gives the percentage of returns retained by the 
investor. To estimate the tax losses, we simply subtract this ratio from one. This approach, 
however, is limited when the returns of the fund are low or negative. A second approach 
is to use the tax cost ratio, which is similar to an expense ratio but reflects the estimated 
percentage lost to taxes over the period. Unlike an expense ratio, however, we should 
note that this number is not stated prior to investing and will vary depending on what 
time period you consider. 

INVESTMENT POLICY RESEARCH:

Asset Location Ordering
By Daniel Campbell, Investment Strategist  July 2016
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Strategy
Gross  

Returns (%)
After-Tax 

Returns (%)
Effective 
Tax Rate

Tax Cost 
Ratio Inception

DFA TA World ex US Core Equity Portfolio 0.96 0.59 39% 0.37% Apr-08

DFA TA US Core Equity 2 Portfolio Class I 5.92 5.53 7% 0.37% Nov-07

DFA Tax-Managed US Marketwide Value Portfolio II 6.82 6.36 7% 0.43% Jan-99

DFA Emerging Markets Core Equity Portfolio Class I 7.40 6.93 6% 0.44% May-05

Bridgeway Omni Tax-Managed Small-Cap Cap Value 8.24 7.75 6% 0.45% Jan-11

DFA Tax-Managed International Value Portfolio 4.86 4.28 12% 0.55% May-99

DFA World ex US Targeted Value Portfolio 5.91 5.25 11% 0.63% Dec-12

DFA International Small Cap Value Portfolio Class I 7.28 6.31 13% 0.90% Jan-95

2

Using annualized returns for each fund since inception, we 
find international value funds tend to be less tax efficient than 
most U.S. funds. The DFA TA World ex US Core Equity Portfolio 
appears to be an exception looking only at the effective tax 
rate. However, this fund returned less than 1 percent on an 
annualized basis since inception, so this is a great example of 
why the tax cost ratio is a better gauge for tax efficiency.

Recommended Priority

Including estimated tax consequences for AQR Style Premia 
and the expected taxes on taxable bonds, Buckingham’s IPC 
recommends the following priority for different asset classes 
in tax-advantaged accounts:

Priority Asset Class

1 Style Premia/Commodities

2 REITs

3 Fixed Income (taxable bonds)

4 International Small Value

5 International Large Value

6 Emerging Markets

7 U.S. Small Value

8 U.S. Large Value

9 International Core

10 U.S. Core

We prefer to hold items at the top of the list in a tax-
advantaged account because they are expected to be the 
least tax-efficient.

What if Investors Don’t Have Space in a  
Tax-Advantaged Account?

Investors who do not have enough space in their tax-
advantaged accounts should make two considerations. First, 
this analysis assumed the investor was in the highest tax 
bracket. Investors in lower tax brackets will be less affected 
by the tax losses so the difference between the gross returns 
and the after-tax returns will be less defined.

The second consideration is the trade-off between the 
benefits of diversification and the resulting tax implications. 
Diversification helps stabilize the portfolio because poor 
performance in any one asset class will have less of an impact 
to the overall portfolio. With the exception of commodities, 
we believe these asset classes provide enough diversification 
benefits that they warrant inclusion in a portfolio, even if it 
means holding them in a taxable account. While REITs and 
Style Premia are not tax-efficient investments, their pretax 
returns are high enough that they still provide significant 
after-tax returns.
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Calculations made on annualized returns since inception for each fund. All returns are net of the expense ratio.

Sources: Dimensional’s Returns 2.0 program and Bridgeway

Although we do not have after-tax returns for all strategies, 
we can use a number of funds from Dimensional Fund 
Advisors and Bridgeway Capital Management to evaluate the 

tax effectiveness of the asset classes. For these comparisons, 
we assume the investor was in the highest federal bracket at 
the time of the distribution, but pays no state taxes.


